
Carneval – what a fun, what a tradition! The biggest party of the world between the Rhineland and 
Rio, Venice and Mardi Gras in New Orleans. Especially where people have to bear lots of problems 
celebrating will be even more intense. But what happens in cases when psychological disorders 
impede us from celebrating? We then will be discriminated as joy killers, good mood killers, 
grumblers…….

The real carnival, however, will still try to integrate us and sometimes this attempt might even be 
successful. But still the fifth season can be quite a burden for some people. The alcohol-dependent 
for instance, fighting for his abstinence who will now be invited for a drink on each corner, at each 
table. This automatically leads to the activation of the addiction memory, which has stored the 
correlation between drinking habits and the consumption of alcohol and thus punishes the person 
with an increased urge to drink (craving). There are also some people who suffer from anxiety 
disorders and panic attacks who already feel anxious when thinking about narrow places or their 
fears and therefore try whatever they can to avoid these panic triggering situations (e. g. go on 
holidays, being in a crowd, go to see relations etc.).

Also people with social phobias, who dislike being the center of attention and permanently fear to 
disgrace themselves, have problems. They use alcohol as a false friend during carnival to be able to 
overcome their social anxiety. But especially for people suffering from depression carnival is 
extremely awful. During the crazy days of carnival they feel their disorders more intensely, since 
the contrast between the (sometimes only supposed) good mood of the others makes them feel even 
lonelier as they already are with their disorders which are difficult to understand for others anyway. 
In these cases it is extremely important to convey hope. These persons affected must at least get a 
sense of anticipation that they will be able to celebrate carnival the next year like others, since 
depressions will not last. Otherwise these fears can lead to increased suicidal thoughts which people 
suffering from depression usually have more or less intense all the time.

Similar difficulties are experienced by people with changes in personality after very painful or long 
lasting mental injuries (traumata such as accidents, disasters, extremely negative changes in live 
etc.), whose emotional life was harmed and who during carnival especially feel sad, empty and 
alone among all these revellers. Patients suffering from schizophrenia can join the celebration if 
they are not in an acute psychotic episode, but have to be particularly careful with alcohol 
(medication!) and are especially frail to a flood of all the stimuli around so that they have to leave 
early enough in order not to be endangered by overstraining. 
Finally grieving at a beloved person, for instance, can putt off the carnival season for some of us. 
But to all the other mentally healthy grouches we will shout at with a smile: “Have a drink with us, 
it doesn’t really matter, you’re standing around all the time anyway!”


